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Local embedding problems of Banach spaces are closely linked to the study of the
structure of spaces, coarse embeddings and operator factorization. The purpose of this
thesis is to introduce a notion of super-weakly compact sets and focus on investigating
their embedding problems and applications of the following several classes of sets:
R.N.P set, controllable P.C.P set [1], controllable R.N.P set [1], weakly compact set
and super-weakly compact set. The thesis centers around a central problem ”super-
weakly compact sets, embeddings” to begin with, and it consists of closely related
seven chapters.
Chapter 1 presents a survey of the study of embedding problems of Banach spaces
and gives the aim and meaning of the study of the thesis.
Chapter 2, by improving famous Davis-Figiel-Johnson-Pelzyński Lemma, obtains
that every weakly compact subsets of Banach spaces can be uniformly embeded into
some reflexive Banach space, which is an essential improvement to the result of [2].
As its application, builds weakly compact set versions of Odell-Schlumprech theorem
and Hájek-Johanis theorem. Otherwise, obtains every controllable P.C.P set and every
controllable R.N.P set can be uniformly embeded into some P.C.P space and R.N.P
space, respectively.
Chapter 3 introduces a notion of super-weakly compact set of Banach spaces in
terms of a generalized notion of finite representability, which is a generalized and
localized setting of super-reflexive Banach spaces, and mainly shows that a Banach
space is super-reflexive if and only its closed unit ball is super-weakly compact.
Chapter 4 intends to build the following characterization of super-weakly compact
sets: a bounded and closed convex set is super-weakly compact if and only it does not
have finite tree property.
Chapter 5, on the basic of finite tree characterization of super-weakly compact
sets, by extending and developing a series of methods and techniques in the proof of
Enflo,s renorming theorem, finally establishes characterizations of two convex func-
tions of super-weakly compact sets: characterization of ε-uniformly convex function















Chapter 6 first verifies that Grothendieck,s Lemma for weakly compact sets
is again valid for super-weakly compact sets, then by the improved Davis-Figiel-
Johnson-Pelzyński Lemma in Chapter 2 and characterizations of convex functions of
super-weakly compact sets obtained in above chapter, finally gives that every super-
weakly compact set can be uniformly embeded into some reflexive and relatively uni-
formly convex space. As its application, establishes a relation between super-weakly
compact sets and super-Banach-sakes property.
Chapter 7 investigates some geometric properties of super-weakly compact sets un-
der renorming uniformly convex norm, and gives some remarks about several classes
of uniformly convex sets which have appeared in the literature.
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究Banach空间几何性质的方法（见 [76, 78]），在 [79]中我们给出了超自反空
间一个球覆盖特征．本文不打算对此展开，这里我们只给出其结果．
定理 1.1.1 设X是一个Banach空间．则X是超自反的当且仅当在其上存在一等
价范数及两个正值函数f, g : N → R+ 满足对每个n ∈ N和X的每个n维子空
间Y，都存在Y的一个最小球覆盖使得
(i) B] = n + 1；
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